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In 1986 Hidefumi Katsuura asked whether there is a connected space with a dispersion point 
that does not have the fixed-point property. We answer this question in the affirmative. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54F50; secondary 54B15 
dispersion point fixed point quasi-component 
In this paper the term space means a T,-space. 
Definition. A point p in a connected topological space X with more than one point 
is said to be a dispersion point of X if each component of X\{ p} consists of a single 
element, i.e. if X\(p) is totally disconnected. 
Definition. If f is a continuous function from a space X into itself then a point x 
of X is said to be a $xed point off if f(x) = x. 
Definition. A space X has the jixed-point property if any continuous function from 
X into itself has a fixed point. 
Connected spaces with dispersion points were first defined by Knaster and 
Kuratowski in [5], and were extensively studied by Duda in [2]. Note that no 
connected space can have two dispersion points. In [l] Cobb and Voxman asked 
whether the dispersion point was a fixed point of any nonconstant function f defined 
on a connected space with a dispersion point. In [4] Katsuura described a space X 
with a dispersion point p and a continuous nonconstant mapping f on X such that 
p is not a fixed point. In [3] Katsuura’s construction has been modified to obtain 
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such an example in the plane. In all of these cases each of the functions had a fixed 
point. We use the ideas described by Katsuura to construct a connected space X 
with the dispersion point p and a continuous function from X onto itself that is 
fixed-point free. In the construction we use the following theorem by Katsuura: 
Theorem [4]. Suppose X is a totally disconnected space, and { Y(i): i E I} the collection 
of all quasi-components of X. Let F be a proper closed subset of X that has a point in 
common with every quasi-component. Let q be the quotient map from X onto X/F. 
Then Xl F is a connected space with the dispersion point q(F). 
Example. Let Q denote the set of rational numbers, let R denote the set of real 
numbers. Let C be the Cantor ternary set in the interval [0, 11, i.e. 
z $:a,=0,2andn=1,2,3 ,... . 
n=, 
If A is a subset of the plane and (x, y) is a pair of numbers then (x, y) +A = 
{{x+ a, y + b): (a, b) E A} and (x, y) * A = {(xa, yb): (a, b) E A}. We start our con- 
struction with a space that will be a building block of our example. Let a, = 22’ 
and a,,+, = a, +2-“-‘, n = 1,2,. . . . Let 
X(0)=(-1, l}x[O,~Ju{-;,+}x[$, l]u[-;,;]x{:} 
u (IJ {{ak, -ak, ak +2-!-*, -ak -2-kP2}: 
k = 2n - 1 and n = 1,2,. . .}) x [0, l] 
u (U {{a,,, -a2n, a,, +2-*+*, -a2n -2P2”-2}: 
n = 1,2,. . .}) x [$, l] 
u (U {[a,,_, , a*_, +2P2”-1] u [-a,,_, -2P2n-‘, -azn_J: 
n = 1,2,. . .}) x {0} 
u(U{[a,,, a,,+2P2”-2]u[-a2,-2-2”-2, -a2n]: 
n=1,2,...})x{a) 
(see Fig. 1). 
Let 
X(1)=X(0)uU{(a,-2~“-*,~)+(2~“-*,~) * X(0): n = 1,2,. . .} 
u{(-a,+2- n-2, 3 +(2--n-2, f) * X(0): n = 1,2, . . .} 
(see Fig. 2). 
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X(k+1)=X(0)u~{(a,-2-‘~*,~)+(2-“-*,~) * X(k): n=l,2,. ..) 
u{-a,+2-“-2,~)+(2-“-2,~)*X(k):n=l,2 ,... }. 
Note that X(k) is a subset of X( k + 1). 
Let X(W) = lJ {X(n): n =O, 1,2,. . .}. Observe that between -a, +2-“-’ and -a, 
there is a copy of X(a)\({-1, 1) x [0,2-‘I). Let P, denote the projection of R* onto 
the first coordinate. 
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Let D = [-1, l]\P,(X(~)). Note that D is a nowhere dense subset of the interval 
[-1,11. 
Let X = X(W) u D x {$}. Observe that the space X is connected. Define functions 
g,, n=0,1,2 )...) from subsets of X onto X as follows: 
g,(x,y)=(l,O) if$<x or (x=f and ~$2) 
g,(x,y)=(8(x-$)++),2(y-$)) ifaGxS4 and ivy 
g,(x,t)=(-1,O) if -+GxSa. 
If n = 1,2,. . . , then 
g,(x,y)=((-2)“+*(X+a,-2-“-2),2(y-$)) 
if -a,sx<-a,+2-“p’ anda&y 
g,(x,y)=((-l)“+‘,O) if -u~-~-“-*sxs--u,, and y~i. 
(see Fig. 3). Note that each g, is a continuous function and Dom(g,) n Dom(g,+,) = 
(-a,+, +2-n-* ‘) 74 3 n=0,1,2 ).... Furthermore gkb, y) = gr(-a, y) and 
g,(-a,,y)=g,+,(-a,,y) for y~i. Note that -a,+2-‘=-i and -a,= 
-a,+, +2-“P’. Let C be the Cantor ternary set. Let C(n, 0) = C n [0, 3-‘P’] and let 
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C(n, 1) = C n [2 * 3-‘-l, 3-“I. Note that C(n, 0)u C(n, 1) = C n [0,3-“1 and that 
C(n, 0) and C( n, 1) are disjoint. 
Define functions fn, n = 0, 1,2, . . . , from C onto C(n, 0) u C(n, 1) as follows: 
fn 1 C( n, 0) is a homeomorphism from C(n, 0) onto C(n, 1) 
fn 1 C\C(n, 0) is a homeomorphism from C\C(n, 0) onto C(n, 0). 
We also require that fn takes a rational point to a rational point and an irrational 
point to an irrational point. 
For every element c of the Cantor set C let X[c] = X n Q2 if c is a rational 
number, and X[c]=(X\Q’)u{(-l,O),(l,O)} ‘f 1 c is an irrational number. Note 
that g, maps X[c] n Dom(g,) onto X[c]. Let Y =U {X[c] X(C): CE C} and let 
F = {( -1,O)) x C. Note that F is a closed subset of Y. Let 2 be the quotient space 
Y/F and let q be the quotient map from Y onto Z. The sets X[ c] x {c} are 
quasi-components of Y and each of them has a point in common with F. By the 
theorem of Katsuura, Z is a connected space and q(F) is the dispersion point of Z. 
Define a map f from Z onto itself as follows: 
i 
9(8,(x, Y),&(C)) if (x, Y) E Dom(g,), 
f(q(x, y, c)) = q(gk(x, y),fn(c)) if (k =2n - 1 or 2n) and 
(x, y) E Dom(gk) for n = 1,2,3, . . . , 
f(s(-1, Y, c)) = 4(1,0,0). 
Observe that each of the functions q 0 (g, xfo) and q 0 (g, xfj) is continuous. Further- 
more Dom(q o (gox.6)) n Dom(q 0 (g, xfi)) = {(-$, :)I x C and Dom(q 0 (g2,, x 
5,)) n Dom(q o (g2(,+lI-I XL+,) = {(-a,,, i )} x C, n = 1,2,3,. . . , and that values of 
f on the above intersections are equal and equal to q(F). The function f is well 
defined and is continuous. Furthermore, f is onto and is fixed point free. Thus the 
space Z is a connected space with a dispersion point and it does not have the fixed 
point property. 
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